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About This Game
Hidden Dimensions 3 is a science-fiction themed collectible cards game offering over 500 cards, varied gameplay modes and
challenges.
Control a powerful baseship capable of launching ships, deploying structures and performing actions. The structures provide
various support roles and are the backbone of your fleet, generating energy required to launch larger ships. Ships serve to both
defend your base against the fleet of your opponent, and to attack the opposing baseship.
Features

more than 500 cards to collect
duel against the AI, and control the difficulty and gameplay rules in great detail
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build your own decks, or let the game create them for you
participate in challenging events
a customizable flagship to lead your fleet into battle
combat boosts that provide varied benefits during battle
countless mercenaries that can assist you in duelling your opponents
major gameplay modes : unpredictable, mercenary bosses, tactical
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Title: Hidden Dimensions 3
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Stijn Van Cauter
Publisher:
Stijn Van Cauter
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2016
b4d347fde0

English
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Play this whenever you are in the mood for a real proper HOG.
Sure, it has neither story cutscenes or puzzles unlike current HOGs\/HOPAs.
But what it does have are solid HOG scenes, think Where's Wally. Sometimes, old school is still the best.. I liked this game,
because I knew what I was expecting. It said a "small myst like "point and click" adventure game. I wasn't disappointed. It is
indeed a short game, good for playing on a lunch break, and it is indeed myst like, though with the addition of an inventory and
some comments from the protagonist when you try to do things. All in all, don't expect a massive, endlessly polished AAA title,
because that's not what this game is. If however you expect a small myst like poit and click adventure, you won't be
disappointed. I would recommend this game only for adventure game lovers though. The lack of action, explosions and monsters
may be disappointing otherwise.. cucumbers are tasty. This Games has great potetial but still feels unfinished. The way in which
you can customize your army is something I have not seen in an RTS. There are only two modes on this game: skirmish and
LAN. I hope the devs add a online multiplayer mode. The battles seem to have a adequate amount of micromanagement. I wish
the pop cap could be increased. Great game keep up with the updates. Retro genius of the highest order. Love it!. One of the
most under-rated games ever!
9/10 easy
Good physics
mostly good AI
Don't expect much help from your teammates
Bomb terrorists. Ok, this is no game but perhaps a game changer. Yes, it is in its infancy, yes there is work to be done. Potential
is a great and terrible thing and this app has a ton of that. When I first tried it the menus were arcane and controls difficult but
THE SAME DAY the dev took our comments and fixed many of the problems. Amazing response.
I showed it to my wife and we both see it as the future of practical VR. I was able to put together a pretty reasonable room or
two in just a few minutes. Places that I could actually spend time in.
The media hooks are a work in progress but sticking a big screen of any size on the wall in front of a comfy couch and then
turning it on and off was kinda surreal...like a lot of VR...but in a good way.
Anyway, rambling on. There is a ton of work to be done and I am confident the dev is capable and committed and I know how
hard that must be in these early days.
Recommended for the price, no question.
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Recommended, but if you're a rivet-counting naval warfare nerd you might want to look elsewhere, as the game is fairly arcadeish. Very easy to pick up.
Certainly more of a shelf life (and according to Steam I've wasted 32 hours of my life on this!) than - for instance - any of
Totem Games' offerings.
My gripes? No interaction with land (apart from attacking or defending ports), and no real historical context or narrative.. k, i've
just downloaded the game , trying to play it but the game wont load. it says "the application was unable to start correctly
0xc00007b" , wtf ?. I've left my original (and positive) review below, but I'm now changing it to negative because first it
stopped displaying correctly (Mint 17.2) and now doesn't launch at all (Mint 17.3) and the developers haven't been in the forums
in forever, so I can't get any support.
--------An excellent and quirky pathfinding puzzler. Bright, challenging, and non-linear. Only flaw is that it has no achievements..
Anyone want to play it now add me so we can go into a game together as now there are no lobbies.. Just awesome, Been waiting
for a decent Naval game for so long and have been following the development of this game for more than a year to ensure
continued Dev support.. FInally there's an option aside from som FTP crap or going back 15 years for a good Naval game. As of
the newest patch (11/25/15) the Devs added some nice features and tweaks, really nice now (Yippie I get to name all my ships
and captians..lol Makes it so much more personal and immersive.)
But onto the game, nice graphics, very healthy selection of ships and goals to try to unlock them. Sandbox play greatly
improved, missons/campaigns are very engaging. I'm loving it and looking forward to some nice Naval fantasy play. So if you
like naval games and are tired of playing SIlent Service..lol Certainly grab this game and support the dev. Well worth it if you
are into this genre.
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